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WE CAN’T ASSUME THAT WHAT WENT
BEFORE IS A SOLID PREDICTOR OF
WHAT LAYS AHEAD

At PAC Australia we keep our ear to the ground…we’re curious…and we
want to share the stuff that we’ve discovered to enable us all to stay
ahead of the curve.
REAP focusses on audiences; the people in our communities that we entertain, inspire, lead and
serve. We’re going to give you the ideas, tools, mechanisms and information from around the
globe, that maximise outcomes and quite simply, making it easier to succeed. We’ll help you find
the people that will meet you in the spaces where the amazing stuff happens, where you can take
risks and they will lean in and pay attention.
This doesn’t mean we’re going back to basics, on the contrary…we’re going to give you world’s
best practice in audience development to help you discover ways to REAP:
More audiences, Deeper experiences, Different audiences.
It’s one thing to know what we need to do… it’s quite another thing to actually
do it.
Please join us to discover how.
Rick Heath - Executive Director

Welcome to the Sunshine Coast
The PAC Australia Conference and Performing Arts Exchange, combined with Sunshine Coast
Council’s Horizon Festival, will create an energy that’s truly palpable.
As a Council we recognise the importance to our community of valuing our relaxed lifestyle. With
this in mind, our corporate plan includes a strategic pathway that encourages a creative culture that
supports community cohesiveness, development and wellbeing.
We warmly welcome everyone attending this event – from those directly involved in the performing
arts to our local government colleagues – and we invite you to explore the connection between the
arts, local government and community and how this makes our Sunshine Coast healthy, smart and
creative.
We’re looking forward to having you here.
Mark Jamieson – Mayor, Sunshine Coast
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More.
Deeper.
Different.
Branch Nebula; High Performance Packing Tape. Photo: Tristan Still
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CHOCKAS: (adjective) extremely full; crowded; jam-packed,
chock-a-block, full or stuffed, can’t eat any more.
Success happens when programming and marketing are connected and work together. We’ve
shaped this year’s conference for both disciplines. So, we’ve crammed a tonne of stuff into the
program that will inspire producers, arts centre managers and marketing managers alike - in fact,
so much so, that this really is a two-person task. Yep, you’re going to have to bring a friend and
divide and conquer.
Connecting the conference with PAX and the breadth and depth of work it offers, we guarantee
you’ll all REAP the benefits.
If you want to:
• Learn about why people do and don’t come to your events,
• Listen to global arts leaders at the top of their game and
• Steal their ideas,
…you need to join us.

Thinker-in-Residence
When it comes to connecting a gathering of people and doing it with purpose
and integrity, look no further than Wesley Enoch. A maker, a presenter, a
stirrer and an advocate, Wesley’s vast experience will bring our conversations
into context – to reflect back to us the things we might want to dwell on a little
longer and to spark the energy and inspire the conversations we need to have.

MONDAY 26 AUGUST
Optional Sessions from 10:00am
Performing Arts Exchange 1:00pm - 9:30pm

REGISTRATION
See paca.org.au/events/conference
for registration details.

TUESDAY 27 AUGUST
Optional Activities from 8:00am
Encounter Sessions from 10:00am
Performing Arts Exchange 1:00pm - 10:00pm

FEES
Registration fees start from $235.00.
PAC Australia members receive significant
discounts and fees are heavily subsidised
for small organisations. Early bird rates
are available until Friday 26 July.

WEDNESDAY 28 AUGUST
Optional Activities from 8:30am
PAC Australia AGM 10:00am
REAP Conference 11:00am - 6:30pm
THURSDAY 29 AUGUST
REAP Conference 10:00am - 5:30pm
Drovers Awards - evening.
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Full fees are available from the
conference registration site paca.org.au/events/conference

The Centre of Attention
Alison Clarke, Michelle Adams and Deborah Cullinan
Performing arts centre? Making space? Business Hub? Community centre?
Meeting place? What is the evolving role of arts centres? Can we demonstrate
that we are facing all of our stakeholders and communities in ways that they
value? Will ‘relevance’ be the new litmus test for our success and continued
investment?
A group of cultural leaders from Manchester, San Francisco and Roebourne
will question the purpose of arts centres? In what ways are the Ngurin Cultural
Centre and the West Yorkshire Playhouse alike, and how do their similarities and
differences relate to how we lead (and follow) our audiences and communities?
Indeed, who is the ‘audience’ of the new arts centre? And what does this mean
for the art we make?

The Impulse for Change
Bryan Joseph Lee
Bryan is an arts manager and producer who has been exploring the intersection
of arts and communities for over a decade. Drawing on years of experience from Woolly
Mammoth, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Round House Theater, and the Public
Theatre, Bryan will point to what’s effective and what’s problematic about performing arts
programming and audience development with community at the heart, and how we can
deliver better outcomes.

The Audience Agency
Anne Torreggiani
We all have experiences with audiences but how much do we really know about
them? Who is going to what? Why, and how do we find them? That’s the business of
UK’s Audience Agency whose mission it is to support the cultural sector in becoming more
audience-focused – and more relevant and resilient as a result.
Anne has 25 years’ experience in the arts, as director of marketing and audiences with
numerous UK cultural organisations, local authorities, theatres and festivals and then as
a consultant, facilitator and adviser for a diverse range of cultural organisations in the UK
and internationally.
Anne is a specialist in audience strategy, trends and patterns of public engagement and
has special interests in non-traditional audiences and organisational change.
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Whose Brand Counts?

The show, the producer or the venue - whose brand counts? This session addresses
the issue of audience perceptions in regard to community work, venue ‘hires’ and
venue ‘buys’ (a venue’s own programming) and how this ties back to brand. We’ll
also discuss what implications this has for programming.

But Where’s the Proof?

Measuring impact is hard…or is it? Get the lowdown on new
models of impact assessment. We’ll take you through two
evidence-based models that provide real data, not only on
the impact of your shows but how that impact varies between
‘hires’ and ‘buys.’ Want to make evidence-based programming
decisions? We’ll show you how.

The Facts!

Ph.D. candidate and former associate director of Australian
Dance Theatre, Elizabeth Old will present her initial research on
how Australian performing arts presenters make decisions when
programming, speaking to the complex challenge of balancing
aesthetics, economics and social responsibility.

The Real Deal

Conversation is not consultation. What’s the difference between
tokenism and real decolonisation? Beyond ticking boxes, what
does authentic consultation and collaboration look like and what
are the practical things we can do to shift thinking and behaviour
to get more First Nations work on our stages.

Next Gen Arts Centres

The next generation of arts centres will be places where activities
extend well beyond the traditional presentation of performances;
where people will want to congregate regardless of performance
events and where the venue doesn’t just ‘wake up’ at show time.
As gathering places with community engagement and social
cohesion at their heart, we’ll look at new and upcoming venues
in our own backyard to discuss how these values are embedded
into the design of new centres.
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Sydney Dance Company; ab [intra]. Photo Pedro Greig

Ausdance National Executive Director, Kathy Baykitch will discuss
the practical implications of Elizabeth’s research in regard to
long-term strategies Ausdance National is undertaking with
presenters and producers regarding the benefits of developing
broader audiences.

CultureLab
Alan Brown
Envision a time when arts organisations, working collaboratively, and without dependence on
government or foundation funding, are able to gain the research-based insights they need to
be relevant and responsive to their audiences and communities.
This is CultureLab and it’s already happening.
Based on a similar project in the USA, PAC Australia, together with Alan Brown, has gathered
a consortium of research participants from across Australia (producing companies and arts
centres) to use his ground-breaking model to provide individualised dashboards that draw
from aggregated data and provide unequivocal evidence about audience buyer behaviour,
to inform and drive future audience development strategies.

Actioning change
Converting research to reality in regional venues
Knowing the theory of audience development is one thing, but in reality, building audiences
in regional Australia is hard work. Creative Victoria’s Full House Program has supported
performing arts centres in Victoria to engage in 3-year audience development projects, including
audience research, program planning and implementation. Hear from lead researcher Tandi
Palmer Williams from Patternmakers about a comparative analysis of four regional Victorian
communities, what they share and what is unique in each location.

Getting it right
Cultural protocols for producing and presenting work
Are you presenting or co-producing indigenous work? How welcoming is your venue or
organisation for your indigenous colleagues and community members? This session will provide
you with advice and suggestions on how your staff and organisation can support Indigenous
cultural protocols.

Masterclasses
Heard some stuff that really rang your bell over the course of the conference? We want to
make sure you walk away with more than theories - we want to give you the practical stuff
that you can action back at your desk! And, we have a plethora of global arts leaders who
are dedicated to giving you just that. Spend an intensive 75 minutes delving into the brains
of our speakers to harvest the tips and tools you need.
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Celebrate in style as we
acknowledge excellence in
performing arts touring.
7.30pm Thursday 29 August, 2019
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The Sunshine Coast’s premier multi-arts festival, with
10 days and nights of inspiring visual art, performance,
music, words & ideas, film and creative workshops.
You’re invited! Enjoy both the beautiful Sunshine Coast
region and Horizon’s incredible line-up of events.

Full program:
horizonfestival.com.au
(revealed 19 June)
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PERFORMING
ARTS
EXCHANGE

A single event that
presents the best
performing arts
projects on offer for
your community.

The Performing Arts Exchange (PAX) is Australia’s premiere networking
and development event. It’s your face-to-face gathering bringing together
producers, programmers and presenters from across the country to create
and maximise touring opportunities and build relationships.
Much more than a market, PAX is a place to truly connect; to discover,
learn and explore.

of producers pitching at PAX
AX indicated that they made

92

% new connections/relationships
/relationships
from which they expect to benefit in the future

71%
92

%

established a viable tour

received interest in a

project, collaboration or tour
our as
a result of their attendance
e at PAX

498 expressions
of interest
in touring work.

45K

PAX APP
page views
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MAKING STRONG CONNECTIONS IS SO MUCH EASIER
WHEN WE ALL UNDERSTAND HOW THINGS WORK…

PREPAX SESSION #1 Tip Of The Iceberg
Ever wondered who the people are behind all those acronyms PACA, RAA, LPA, AMPAG, TNA, etc?
As the bulk of their work is often unseen, we thought you might like to know about the stuff that
happens below the surface. What do they actually do? Who do they do it for and why? A group
of national service organisations will describe their role in supporting the performing arts and how
collectively, they’re driving change in our sector’s ecology to support the work you do.
PREPAX SESSION #2 The Interchange
Moving shows around this country aint easy - beyond planes, trains and automobiles we're all vying
to get the right work, in the right place, at the right time. With different markets and different program
needs, interdependence is critical to making touring work. This session looks at how we can work
together, build knowledge and share touring practices from which everyone can benefit.

Encounters
Encou

Someti
Sometimes
a great idea needs more than a pitch, a web page or an information pack to get it off the
ground. Sometimes it needs a conversation...sometimes it needs to be tossed around, pulled apart
ground
put back together again. Encounter sessions are designed to allow for just that - a dialogue in a
and pu
group to support creative projects that require deeper discussion and/or exploration - where an
small g
idea or project will benefit from a close relationship between the people involved.
Encounters allow for a more targeted and nuanced approach – join us in the grounds of the Maroochy
Encoun
Botanic Gardens to get on board and explore what’s possible.

Nourishing Creative Appetite
40+ shows to consider…100’s of ideas sparked – what now? How do you create the
perfect ‘mix tape’ for audiences - leading them to new places, meeting their desires and
attracting those that may never have ventured into that space?
Four critical creative thinkers provide their insight about making programming decisions.
What filters do they use and how do they align their creative ambition with other
imperatives?
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